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The book under review, first published some twenty years ago, is the product of a group of French historians of mathematics: Jean-Luc Chabert, Evelyn Barbin, Michel Guillemot, Anne Michel-Pajus, Jacques Borowczyk, Ahmed Djebbar et Jean-Claude Martzloff. An English translation by Chris Weeks was published by Springer in 1999 (Chabert et al., 1999) and a second French edition is now available and will be reviewed here. It was at the time of its first appearance—and is still—the sole book-length study of the history of mathematical algorithms. Therefore this second corrected and extended edition of the French original is most welcome.

The original edition of Histoire d’algorithmes was published at a time of developing interest in the history of algorithms within the mathematics community and it was, in part, conceived for use in the mathematics classroom. The historical range of the book is impressive; from Ancient Mesopotamia and Egypt to modern computer developments, this volume endeavours to forge a history of mathematics through highlighting the role of algorithms. The book contains 15 chapters and closes with short biographies of the authors discussed and a general index. Each chapter opens with a general overview that introduces the reader to the chapter's topic. The topic is illustrated and developed through a series of excerpts taken (or translated into French) from the original, historical documents. The text is always followed by a rewriting in terms of elementary modern mathematics and by some analysis and posthistoire of the algorithm. While the main text of the book has been largely kept as it was in the first edition, this more recent posthistoire has been updated for this second edition.

The book, one finds, falls naturally into two parts. The first (chapters 1–5), comparative in nature, focuses on the structure of an algorithm at different times in different cultures and traditions, principally, though not exclusively, pre-modern and non-Western. The second part remains largely within the realm of modern Western mathematics (17th–20th centuries) and presents a more or less linear story of how certain kinds of algorithms used in numerical analysis were developed and generalized.

The comparative first five chapters cover arithmetical operations (Ch. 1), magic squares (Ch. 2), false position (Ch. 3), Euclid's algorithm (Ch. 4) and the calculation of \( \pi \) (Ch. 5). Topics in the second numerical analysis part of the book include Newton's method (Ch. 6), approximate numerical solutions to equations (Ch. 7), systems of linear equations (Ch. 9), interpolation (Ch. 10), quadratures (Ch. 11), differential equations (Ch. 12), approximation of functions (Ch. 13), and acceleration of convergence (Ch. 14). Interspersed with these topics from numerical analysis are a chapter on algorithms in number theory (Ch. 8) and a chapter on the development of a mathematical definition of algorithm in the nineteen-thirties by Gödel, Post, Church, Turing and Kleene (Ch. 15).

Finally, this second edition features a new final chapter, “Epilogue. Ecriture, temps, hasard”. This “epilogue” discusses some recent topics not covered in the first edition of the book, such as programming languages, time complexity, probabilistic algorithms, pseudo-random generators and quantum algorithms. The choice of topics in this last chapter reflects the interests of the authors in recent developments in computer science. The treatment is quite summary and the chapter as a whole is rather an afterthought, lacking the coherence of the rest of the book. It does not feature
excerpts of original papers, except for Edouard Lucas' description of the Tower of Hanoi problem. In particular, it would have profited from some of the literature on the history of computing, such as Knuth and Pardo (1977) and Wexelblatt (1981) on programming languages or Mahoney (1997) on theories of computation, not to mention more recent work.

In this second French edition, many errors found during the translation of the English edition or pointed out by reviewers have been corrected. Nevertheless, the book still contains quite a number of inaccuracies that more careful editing might have prevented. These are mostly due the use of secondary sources that have not been double-checked. For example, the Liber Abaci was first published in 1202 not in 1228 (p. 290); the ENIAC was not an analogue (!) machine, but rather one of the first digital computers (p. 436); Lambert's article dates from 1768, not 1761 (p. 188); BNF is the abbreviation of Backus Normal Form, only later did the acronym come to mean Backus Naur Form (p. 539), etc.

The bibliography remains rather patchy and is inconsistent in style throughout the chapters (details of reprints are not given, page numbers are often missing, first names of author are not always given, etc.). In this second edition a restricted number of more recent bibliographic references have been added, though no effort has been made to systematically update the bibliography. Besides the references to primary technical sources the book only rarely references the secondary and historical literature. Also, in some cases, the authors use older editions and translations of ancient texts (such as Colebrooke's Bhaskara translation or Peyrard's Euclid edition), while better, modern editions are available.

Nonetheless, despite these problems, this is an excellent source-book, rich in texts and themes, eminently suitable for use in the classroom. The reproduction or translation of the original texts greatly helps an appreciation of the historical texture and dimension of algorithms and may in many cases be an excellent point of departure for adding a historical dimension to mathematical lectures.

And yet there remains a sense of frustration with this book today, in that it no longer reflects the state of the art in the historiography of algorithms. Adapting some of the historical concepts, tools and other innovations of the last twenty years would have added considerably more depth and improved the treatment of some topics in this second edition of *Histoire d'algorithmes*. Though it is understandable that the book was not entirely reworked for this new edition, it is unfortunate that the occasion to engage with more recent work in a foreword or afterword has been missed. We would like to make up for this omission by giving an overview of what has been happening in the history of algorithms in the last 20 years and point to some work still in progress.

The history of algorithms in computer science. At its initial appearance in 1994, *Histoire d'algorithmes* was part of a rekindled interest in algorithms within the historiography of mathematics, although the origin of the study of algorithms as a mathematical and historical object reaches back to the decades between 1960 and 1980 when computer science was trying to establish itself as an independent academic discipline. It is in this process of disciplinarisation that we find the first serious historical reflections on algorithms and other basic concepts of computer science. In this respect it is informative to take a look at two important contributions to the history of algorithms that were written by computer scientists in the early 1970s. Both contributions still serve, albeit in different ways, as points of reference.

Donald E. Knuth was one of the people who had been promoting the concept of algorithm as a basic notion in computer science with his classic three-volume *The Art of Computer Programming* (1968–1973). During the writing of this he seized the occasion of a special twentieth-anniversary issue of the Communications of the Association for Computing Machinery to publish his pioneering paper “Ancient Babylonian Algorithms” (Knuth, 1972). The opening phrase of the article explicitly states his motivation: “One of the ways to help make computer science respectable is to show that it is deeply rooted in history, not just a short-lived phenomenon” (p. 671). Drawing almost exclusively on Otto Neugebauer's work, Knuth analyses some Babylonian mathematical texts with the help of his modern understanding of computer arithmetic and programming. Knuth especially foregrounds
the fact that a certain “algebraic” (we would rather say, procedural) format existed for expressing algorithms, that they used floating point arithmetic and that memory operations and even a kind of assignment are clearly distinguished. Knuth exclaims: “The above procedure reads surprisingly like a program for a stack machine like the Burroughs B5500” (p. 674), where one needs to know that the B5500 machine was a quite advanced computer for its time that had been designed with a high-level programming language in mind. As Knuth (1970) had shown two years before in an analysis of John von Neumann’s first computer program (dated 1946), the development of a formal device for expressing algorithms and memory management during a computation is highly non-trivial.  

Sharing in the disciplinarisation vogue for computer science, that same year Herman H. Goldstine published his book The Computer from Pascal to von Neumann (Goldstine, 1972). Goldstine had trained as a mathematician, then had specialised in ballistics and become an officer in the Ballistics Research Laboratory at the Aberdeen Proving Ground during World War II. In that function he was the liaison officer with the team at the Moore School of Electrical Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, that was building the ENIAC, one of the world's first computers. Goldstine was responsible for recruiting John von Neumann for the group and, after the war, continued his collaboration with von Neumann, co-authoring various important founding documents in computing. Reflecting his own experience, Goldstine's book prominently featured applied mathematics (Part II, chapter 4: “Numerical Analysis”). This contains the bold—and historically inaccurate—statement that “the state of numerical mathematics stayed pretty much the same as Gauss left it until World War II” (p. 287).

Five years later, Goldstine published a book-length elaboration of that statement, A History of Numerical Analysis (Goldstine, 1977). In the introduction, Goldstine too thanks Otto Neugebauer for “help and inspiration in the preparation of this book”. Describing theories and algorithms now belonging to the toolkit of a numerical analyst, Goldstine's story opens with Napier's logarithms and goes on in a linear progression until Gauss (and a final chapter quickly runs over Jacobi, Cauchy and Hermite). Bringing in the great names from the history of mathematics, Goldstine constructs an illustrious pedigree for the new discipline of numerical analysis, without even mentioning the more practical and down-to-earth problems of manual calculation or the effects of the birth of the digital electronic computer. For many (including the authors of the book under review) A History of Numerical Analysis remains the classic source-book on the history of algorithms used in numerical analysis.

Both Knuth's Babylonian paper and Goldstine's books attempted to connect the history of the young discipline with an older tradition in the history of mathematics, the ‘great tradition’ of Göttingen for which Neugebauer stood. Where Goldstine's book, adapting itself to a mathematical mold, can be regarded as the (pre)history of a mathematical discipline, viz. numerical analysis, Knuth's paper, in contrast, brought the tools and concepts of computer science into a classic part of the history of mathematics.

In the 1980s and 1990s, around the time that computer science departments were being established at many universities and the notion of “algorithm” was slowly becoming a topic within the secondary-school curriculum, some professional historians of mathematics started addressing algorithms as well. To some extent independently of the developments in computer science, these historians had also discovered the algorithm as an historical mathematical object in its own right.

The history of algorithms in ancient cultures. The concept of “algorithm” became an analytical tool of historiographic research and innovation because it allowed to connect with many other tendencies in the renewal of the historiography of mathematics since the 1990ies. Leaving a perspective centered on the Western World and on “modern” mathematics that privileged demonstration, abstraction and innovation, historians of mathematics have started looking at the practices, contexts, traditions and cultures of mathematics and have tried to consider mathematical practices as one among many structured rational practices.

Focussing on algorithms has proven very fruitful in the historiography of Ancient non-Western
mathematics. Among the first to draw attention to ways of algorithmic thinking are Jim Ritter in his work on Egyptian and Babylonian mathematics and Karine Chemla in her work on ancient Chinese mathematics.

In order to bring out both the differences and similarities between structures found in Egyptian and Babylonian procedural texts, Ritter, 1989 and Ritter, 2004 uses a simple symbolic rewriting system (and sometimes a schematic flowchart) to construct a context that may “have an historical basis while others serve a heuristic purpose for the modern student” (Ritter, 2004, p. 178). This formal analysis helps to follow the gradual complexification of examples and the re-use of already known “subroutines”, it also maps the operations of writing down and recalling intermediate results. It is an analytical tool that brings out algorithmic structures in ancient texts and may be used to compare them. Another aspect should be insisted upon, such an analysis is not constricted to mathematical texts, but can be applied to other formally tailored texts. Ritter's work brings out the formal similarity of rational structures occurring in a variety of cuneiform texts, not only mathematical, but also medical or juridical texts. This algorithmic or procedural style is thus transversal to (modern-day) disciplinary boundaries.

The focus of Chemla's work has been the structure of procedural mathematical texts as they codify and build ever more general or abstract arguments (e.g. Chemla, 1987a, Chemla, 1987b, Chemla, 1991, Chemla, 1992 and Chemla and Shushun, 2004). In many mathematical traditions the dynamic interaction between problems and procedures is a central part of mathematical activity. On the one hand, a procedure is slowly explained and generalised through its application in a number of problems. On the other hand, a sequence of problems gradually mobilises combinations of subprocedures explained before, and a given problem may even be solved by different combinations of subprocedures. Procedures thus acquire a certain generality. For instance in Liu Hiu's comments on the classic Nine Chapters on mathematical procedures this generality is stressed throughout by the introduction of an “abstract” vocabulary that brings out the ties that exist between the several chapters. Thus, the comments introduce a level of generality and ways of verification that, although they do not equate with the abstraction of classic demonstration, are fundamental devices of mathematics too.

Ritter's and Chemla's work have led to other studies in the fields of Egyptian, Chinese, Indian and Babylonian mathematics. See, e.g., the work of A. Imhausen, 2002 and Imhausen, 2003, A. Bréard, 2000 and Bréard, 2008, A. Keller (2006), C. Proust (2007). There has been a warning that reading ancient mathematics with algorithmic lenses risks of running into the same anachronistic misreadings as reading it with algebraic glasses (Høyrup, 2008). Most researchers, however, have avoided that pitfall because they used a procedural reading as an analytical, nearly linguistic tool that helps to foreground particular aspects of old texts, not as a goal per se.

This work has also fruitfully challenged and innovated paradigms governing the history of ancient Greek mathematics. In (Ritter and Vitrac, 1998) two styles in Greek mathematics were discerned: a demonstrative (e.g. Euclid) and an algorithmic one (e.g. in Heron and Diophantus). While the first style has been classically given higher status than the second one by historians, the algorithmic tradition should also be regarded as a constituent part of Greek mathematics. Looking at Greek mathematics from this perspective brings it in closer contact with “oriental” traditions in mathematics such as the Egyptian or Babylonian styles of mathematics that display a more algorithmic character. Building on the idea of procedural texts and their development through examples, Bernard and Christianidis (2011) have shown how the composition of Diophantus' Arithmetik progresses example by example from simple to complex with an accumulative introduction of new devices of invention, mirroring the rhetorical construction of a text as used in classic Greek education.

As the quoted studies abundantly show, an important characteristic of the algorithmic style is the use of sequences of (numerically computed) problems and examples to explain and gradually develop an algorithm. Example or problem series are in fact a recurrent feature in nearly all
mathematical traditions and they properly belong to the main body of mathematical knowledge. In particular, these series have a long half-life, they are often copied, recycled and recombined and their transmission and “recycling” is an important topic of modern historiography. Only in late 18th century Europe was a (pedagogic) separation enforced between the textbook and theory on the one hand and the series of problems and examples on the other hand, making the latter seem like a minor matter.

These sequences or series are of course part of an educational context in which a procedure is learned through repeated exercise, but where a procedure also becomes more flexible in the hands of a pupil who proceeds through more difficult, intricate or compounded problems. It is also an expression of the master's knowledge and skill at developing series of problems that go through all useful variations and complexities, demonstrating the possibilities of combination and modification, while hinting at links with other topics. Such series of problems can show the various forms of a procedure, the possible extensions of a procedure, its combinations with other procedures, etc. It can help to broaden or generalise procedures and the concepts involved, or it can specialise to intricate particular cases where a number of procedures have to be carefully fitted and tied together.

**The history of algorithms in 20th century mathematics.** Contrary to Goldstine's often reproduced account in *A History of Numerical Analysis*, the first formations of numerical analysis as a discipline come long before the end of World War II, John von Neumann's contributions or the birth of the digital computer. Goldstine's narrow focus on the 16th to 18th century and on the greater names in mathematics has been criticised by Folta (1988) and, more recently, by Tournès (2014). Both pointed out that computational practices as now codified in numerical analysis may be found throughout the centuries, but very often not in “pure” mathematics, rather in fields of practical, mixed or applied mathematics. A history of numerical analysis has to take this aspect into account. As a discipline, Tournès argues, numerical analysis was instead to emerge in the late 19th century and to have a further momentum of disciplinarisation after World War I. Indeed, the first World War and its computational needs, especially in ballistics, seems to have stimulated a first systematic review of the mathematical literature in order to find efficient methods of computation (Gluchoff, 2011 and Aubin and Goldstein, 2014). This led to the publication of the first manuals on practical calculation during the Interwar period.

Newer historiography has tried to integrate the immediate practical context in which many of the computational techniques were first developed into the mathematical narrative. In the modern period, there are often forms of ‘mathematical workplaces’ involved, to borrow an expression from (Epple, 2000). In these workplaces a group of persons, who may or may not be trained mathematicians, take up, apply and use specific parts of mathematical knowledge in a technological environment. The “technological” environment may vary from crafts or schools that practise account keeping or surveying to highly organised industrial or military complexes of research and development. There exist a number of interesting studies on the mathematical practitioners and human computers in such institutionally and socially defined contexts as the observatory (Wepster, 2010 and Aubin et al., 2010), the computation bureau (Croarken, 1990 and Grier, 2005), K. Pearson's Biostatistics Lab (J. Barrow-Green in Aubin and Goldstein, 2014) or on German computational work in aerodynamics (Epple et al., 2005).

Many traditions of computation are intrinsically intertwined with the use and production of tables and/or instruments. Tables or instruments are part of the materiality of calculation, as such, they shape the way mathematical procedures are thought up and transformed. The material aspect is often hard to reconstruct because it frequently relies on an implicit, tacit know-how that is not codified into textbook or manual but rather passed along orally or by experience. Although the book under review refers to this materiality in its subtitle, “from the pebblestone to the computer chip” (“du caillou à la puce”), it is generally absent in the book's treatment of algorithms. The pivotal role of tables in performing Babylonian and Egyptian arithmetics is only mentioned in passing (pp. 13–25), the discussion of interpolation methods leaves little space for the production and use of large
(trigonometric, logarithmic etc.) tables is (p. 355f.), and the digital computer hardly appears at all.
Recent studies, however, have focussed on the materiality of and the tools used in computing and mathematics.

In 2003 an edited volume (Campbell-Kelly et al., 2003) gave a first introduction to the histories of mathematical tables. Among the topics treated were the industrial division of labour in de Prony's or Babbage's table projects, the Committees of mathematical tables around 1900 and modern day spreadsheets. The book rather introduced the question and hardly exhausted it, besides its focus was mainly on the English-speaking world in the modern period. A more ambitious approach was formulated in a project funded by the French ANR and directed by D. Tournès who had already been working on the development of tractional instruments and nomographs in 19th and 20th century mathematics (Tournès, 2000 and Tournès, 2009). The project History of Numerical Tables (HTN) wants to investigate the role of numerical tables in various traditions of mathematics. Since 2008 over twenty researchers from various countries have regularly met to prepare a book on numerical tables. The cross-cultural and cross-disciplinary discussions on tables have opened up a number of very general, methodological questions on the structure, production, use and transmission of tables. The intertwining of mathematical procedures and numerical tables that is so typical of Babylonian mathematical culture, is also found in some schools of medieval Arabic science and in some early modern European mathematicians. Further, some domains of both applied and pure mathematics are characterised by a strong interaction between procedures of computation and numerical tables, e.g., astronomy, ballistics, 18th century elliptic functions or number theory. An overview of the project can be found in Tournès (2011).

Much of the interest in algorithms is inspired directly or indirectly by the advent of the digital electronic computer, but surprisingly few historical studies exist on the particular interaction between algorithms, the computer and its users or programmers. It has often been argued that mathematics has or is changing since the advent of digital computing, but those historical studies have mostly focussed on the history of modelling and simulation (e.g. Galison, 1997 or Dahan-Dalmedico, 2001), or on the mechanisation of proof (e.g. McKenzie, 1999). Concrete studies on how the computer has impacted on mathematics or on the use of algorithms are still scarce. It is still mostly a history written by its actors who write a short, often personal, mostly linear story of the development of an algorithm in a particular context.

Admittedly, the material context of the computer is often difficult to take into account in a reasonable and apprehensive way. Some of this know-how has not been explicitly recorded and much of it may quickly lead to over-detailed and technical stories. However, the co-evolution of algorithms and the computer is an intriguing field that invites historiographic exploration. For one of the first electronic digital computers, the ENIAC (1946), a number of such studies have appeared. Bullynck and De Mol (2010) and De Mol, Carlé and Bullynck (2015) have shown the reciprocal dependencies that exist between the machine, its users and the mathematics used and transformed. It analyses questions as how speed and accuracy of an algorithm have to be balanced against simplicity of control and program expression, or how the architecture of a computer conditions the short and long term memory management of a procedure. A key idea is that the early computers functioned as a kind of meeting ground where people from various backgrounds came together and interacted and where specific styles of computing could develop. Haigh et al. (2014) bring a reconstruction of the production process and life cycle of the first Monte Carlo program that ran on the ENIAC rewired into stored-program mode.

Such studies can cover a longer period too, and track the influence of the rapid evolution of computer hardware and of programming languages and techniques on the choice, sequences and variations of algorithms within a specific discipline. Franck Varenne, 2007 and Varenne, 2008 has shown, for instance, that increasing speed and memory of computers, combined with the development of object-oriented programming, made it possible to study not only of the structure of plants, but also of the temporal unfolding of the structure itself through computer modelling. In a
field that has gained in prominence due to cryptographic applications, computational number theory, Bullynck (2009) has described how a complex taxonomy of various factorisation algorithms slowly developed, not only echoing the size of the number to be factorised but also the variety of computer devices, from parallel to serial architecture, from hand-held calculators to supercomputers. In yet another field, that of chess programs, Ensmenger (2012) showed that over the years a rather brute-force minimax algorithm grew to be preferred over subtler, heuristic algorithms.

Conclusion. It may be clear by now that the concept of algorithm has borne much fruit in recent historiography, but also that much work remains to be done. The book under review, Histoire d'algorithmes, still is a nice textbook to introduce the student to the fascinating field of the history of algorithms. This review essay has tried to supplement it by introducing a number of topics that have been explored in the recent historiography of algorithms and serves as an invitation to the reader to discover this thriving field. For those who want to dig deeper into a specific topic, the rather extensive list of references listed here may provide orientation and inspiration for further reading.
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